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GENERAL REPORT
The year began with record enrolments and the demand on facilities grew beyond 
the reasonable, with tennis courts wearing out, pool users queueing up for showers 
and aerobics classes crying out for space. While no-one argued that the RSA fee 
was not great value for money, it became evident that without significant capital 
development there would numerous crises in space and resource allocation to rival 
similar problems in the academic area.
With the Executive Officer on long service leave for the first half of the year, the 
Acting EO, Daniel McGoldrick, did a sterling job keeping things going with high 
demand and little money to alleviate problems in the short term. On return, the 
highest priority was to see some way of funding major works without impacting on 
annual fees or usage charges. Low interest rates and assistaance from our major 
sponsors, the National Australia Bank, as well as the support of the Vice 
Chancellor and the University Finance Office, saw a method of loan servicing that 
was both prudent and secure, without raising fees. The rate at which the RSA was 
servicing current borrowings was far outstripping the original terms for the loans. 
By borrowing a similar amopunt and combining the total into fixed and variable 
bills whcih are presently at very attractive rates, the RSA Executive were able to 
inject a further $950,000 in borrowings into urgent capital expenditure.
Added to this was $150,000 from the Vice Chancellor's special projects fund and 
the projects as approved by University Council were:
Tennis courts (4) $270,000
Pool changerooms $450,000
Aerobics space $300,000 
Oval 3 changerooms $75.000
Total: $1.095.000
Other projects, such as changerooms near the artificial hockey surface, and more 
carparking, were dropped for the 1993 year as finance became the crucial 
restriction. Longer term projects such as the artificial athletics track are also on 
hold for the foreseeable future.
Outgoing President, Alex Zelinsky, retired after three years at the helm. New 
President, Barry Keenahan, ushered in the era of prominence of the RSA’s newest 
big club, Touch. Former Presidents have had ties to Rugby Union, Soccer, Cricket 
and even Surfriding. Part of the new Executive Committee's brief for 1992 was to 
look at the problem of "professionalism" in University clubs, and devise methods 
for improving the definition of "amateur" as required in the RSA constitution.
Commercial ventures of the RSA had a mixed welcome in 1992, with the drink 
vending moving onto a better commission rate through Pepsi, but the Sports 
Medicine Clinic not clicking into top gear. Gerard continued to service members 
cheaply, efficiently and with a ready smile.
Highlights of the year were:
• Hosting of the AUSA/ATESA meetings to form the new University 
Sporting body, AUSF.
• The Wallabies training here again after being undefeated every time 
they train at University of Wollongong!
• Structural cracking in the squash courts "fixed" by concrete 
underpinning the northern wall.
• Australian Universities Games are run in Melbourne (July) and 
Perth (September), with over 150 attending to represent 
Wollongong. Men's soccer were the national champions, and Tae 
Kwon Do walked off with 5 trophies!
• Wollongong nomination for the 1994 Australain Universities 
Games was accepted.
• Even though faced with a substantial overun in costs for the hockey 
field, the RSA posts a surplus with excellent results in all user pays 
areas.
First ever Sports Scholarship given to Allison Brown, State Netball 
rep.
Cricket wins the IDCA final, and the soccer boys win the 
Australian Universities title. Rugby League make the finals of the 
top two grades, and our first ever Water Polo teams compete in 
Perth.
• The pool is finally retiled after the first lot disasterously come 
unstuck within two years of completion.
• The Aquatic Centre, while still running at a loss, outperforms all 
other facilities of it's type in Australia.
• The purpose-built waterski boat purchased in December 1991 
survives a full year of feverish activity still looking brand new and 
sensational.
• The smaller Pajero is traded for the 11 seat Troopcarrier, opening 
up a variety of adventure options for the Recreation Program.
Paul Manning 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER
MEMBERSHIP
In 1992 there were 10,768 student members (9687 in 1991). The total number of 
staff members in 1992 was 1345 (1318 in 1991).
The total number of life members at the end of 1992 was 2,546 The annual 
subscription for 1992 was $72.00 an increase of $4.00 over the level that had 
applied in 1991, while the joining fee for 1992 remained at $25.00
ATTENDANCE AT EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Name Attended Apologies Absent Poss ib le
D. McGoldrick 6 0 0 6
A. Zelinsky 3 1 5 6
B. Keenahan (from May, 1992) 5 1 0 6
J. Pemberton 1 1 1 0 1 2
D. Timillero (until May,1992) 5 1 0 6
R. Davis 8 2 1 2
P. Mooney (from May 1992) 4 1 1 6
P. Paterson (from May 1992) 5 1 0 6
I. McKinlay (from May 1992) 6 0 6
S. Oxenbridge (from May, 1992) 5 1 0 6
P. Manning 8 1 3 1 2
VEHICLE USE DURING 1992
MINIBUS USE No. of Days
WELC 5
Ski Club 31
AUSF 12
RSA administration 14
Recreation Trips 23
Creative Arts Dept 11 
Dept. Sport & Recreation 1
Volleyball Club 3
Rugby League Club 2 
Club Use (Winter Games) 9
Soccer Club 2
Hockey Club 1
Biology Dept 1
Civil & Mining 3
TROOP USE No. of Days
RSA administration 66
Ski Club 7
Recreation Trips 20
Surfriding Club 9
Touch Club 2
Outdoors Club 3
Archery Club 2
Club Use (Winter Games) 9
Soccer Club 1
Golf Club 5
WELC 1
SPORTS CLUB ANNUAL REPORTS - 1992
ARCHERY CLUB
This year the University of Wollongong Archery Club experienced an increase in 
membership on that of previous years with twelve financial members. This 
increased interest has been the result of numerous changes to the club during 1992. 
The first of these changes was the introduction of three shooting styles; target, 
object and clout which added considerable variety to club meets. The second of 
these changes was the replacement of old equipment with new equipment, 
(purchased were several dozen aluminium and cedar arrows as well as two all 
weather targets), which resulted in members experiencing enhanced and more 
enjoyable shooting.
The final change in club meet operations this year involved the experimentation 
with different shooting sites. This was undertaken by the Club in an attempt to 
isolate an area that produced the most consistent shooting conditions. Ultimately, 
what these changes have led to, (other than increased membership in 1992), is 
increased interest in "Uni" archery over the latter half of this year.
In an attempt to extend this interest into 1993 the Club intends to continue its policy 
of equipment replacement. It is anticipated that by next year the Club will be able 
to replace the existing fibreglass bows with superior compound bows. It is also 
hoped that during 1993 there will be greater interaction between the University 
Archery Club and the regional Illawarra Archers Club. It is expected that this 
interaction will provide greater support for new shooters, support which is not 
currently available in the existing Club.
By continuing the policies of change instituted during 1992 it is hoped that next 
year the Archery Club will once again be able to increase membership. Another 
priority of 1993 will be to increase Club funds so that these policies may be 
undertaken and thus members will be able to experience an enhanced shooting 
environment in 1993.
Darren Mayne 
PRESIDENT
BADMINTON CLUB
1992 has been the best year so far in terms of attracting new members. The 
Badminton Club has managed to attract a record of 67 members. This has been a 
result of the club's effort of putting notices around the campus consistently together 
with some help from the members spreading the news about the club existence.
The club's image has also been improved with many players participating in many 
tournaments around Sydney and Canberra. Most of the players have also managed 
to obtain a number of good results in all grades which ranges from grade D to
grade A. Our best achievements for the club is being the Champion of the 
Canberra Open Doubles and also being First-runners up in the Sydney Open 
Badminton Doubles Grade 'A' individual titles.
During the Spring semester break, the club sent a team of eight men and six women 
players to Perth for the Australian University Games. The men's team was seeded 
number three. However, the club suffered a setback when one of our very fine 
players got transferred to Sydney University. To add salt into our wound, Sydney 
University was coincidentally being picked into our group. As a result our men's 
team were beaten by Sydney University (5-2) and relegated our men's team to 
compete for 5th to 8th placing.
The women's team participated in this tournament for the very first time and 
unfortunately they were drawn in the toughest group. However, our women's team 
fought courageously just to miss out to Curtin University by 2 points to qualify for 
the semifinal. The women's team were beaten by the Melbourne University who 
were in the same group and also the eventual winner to the Championship.
On a higher note, everyone seems to be satisfied with their once a lifetime 
experience and our Club's Secretary, Mr Joe Woon was selected to be part of the 
Combined Universities Team.
Looking ahead into 1993, the club has 2 aims:
1) To keep on attracting new members so that the club members are able to 
socialise with people from a variety of cultures.
2) Maintain the club’s image as being able to compete competitively as well as 
maintaining a social game.
Finally, my sincere thanks to all the players and committee members within the 
club for making this club a successful one. I would also like to thank the RSA for 
the use of their facilities and hope to foster a better relation in the future.
Joe Woon 
SECRETARY
BASKETBALL CLUB
It was an enjoyable year for the club and a learning experience for the new club 
executive. The two main roles of the club for 1992 was the involvement within the 
Australian Universities Winter Games and building up of the weekly training 
sessions.
At the AUC Games held in Melbourne in July, Wollongong University came a 
creditable 5th in both the mens and womens teams. Darren O'Brien coached the 
men's team which consisted of a younger but talented group of players while the
women's team was coached by Danny Kordahi. Both teams put in a great effort 
considering the absence of some key players due to NBL and South Eastern 
Conference commitments at the time.
Regular training sessions are extremely popular with a high level of participation 
and intensity. Again the club was not involved in the Illawarra District Basketball 
Association as a whole but individuals were all playing for a local team they chose. 
The grades which all players represent are from D-grade through to Championship 
grade in male and female competitions.
Next year looks promising with the hope that the University will be accepted into 
the main local competition. Currently we have teams already involved who are 
predominantly University members and our objective next year will be to officially 
allow the teams to represent the Basketball Club.
Finally, many thanks must go to the Secretary of the Club, Nicole Barlow, whose 
help in organising matters was invaluable. Also thanks must go to Kim Stutchbury 
(Treasurer) for the club not to go broke this financial year.
In the 1993, we'd like to see a more structured and professional approach to the 
Australian Universities Championships and training sessions. Among the future 
plans, the club will officially represent University in the local competition after two 
years of absence with a men's and women's team in the Championship grade.
Angelo Kaissidis 
PRESIDENT
CRICKET CLUB
First Grade Premiers for the second year in succession. This is an outstanding 
achievement one the whole club can be proud of. To Captain Brailey and all the 
First Grade players, congratulations on this fine achievement.
The other grades did not share the same success story as the Firsts, with only the 
new look fighting fourths making the semi-finals. Coach Russell Bates again played 
a major part in the Club's successes and 1 take this opportunity to thank him on 
behalf of all those club members who benefited greatly from his training sessions.
To the Club's Executive, Selectors, and those holding positions within the Club 
Administration, my sincere thanks for all your efforts.
I leave you with the following thought. The destiny of the U.W.C.C. in 1992-1993 
is in your hands, so please put yours forward when asked, thus maintaining our 
position as the PREMIER CLUB.
Barry Reid 
PRESIDENT
GOLF CLUB
This year the golf club has been more active than in previous years. The Vice- 
Chancellors Cup was again a successful event, being held at Kembla Grange Golf 
Course. There were about fifty entrants, with S. Reid winning the individual gross 
score.
Throughout the year the golf club ran four golf days/IV tryouts, these were held on 
29/5, 21/8, and 28/8. Notices were placed at various places around the University. 
Mainly attendances at these events were disappointing averaging between 3 and 8 
people. In all the golf club has about 11 active people, 8 of whom represented the 
University at Intervarsity at Bond University in September.
Intervarsity went as well as could be expected, we won 1 out of 3 of the teams 
matchplay, and had our number 1 player, Steven Webb finish 4th in the individual 
Championships. After attending last years championships at NSW Uni, I wanted to 
assemble a strong Wollongong team, and this year we had the people to do it it, but 
unfortunately Steven Reid (former Australian University team member), Neil 
Pheeney (handicap 4) and Matthew Wood (handicap 4) were all unavailable to play. 
This led to eventually putting together a rather scratchy team. Our only win was 
against Bond Uni where we won 4/3 with D. Armstrong, H. Watt, R. Hope and 
myself all winning. Steven Webb played very well in the individual competition, 
leading the field into the second round then succumbing to the vastly smoothly run 
Intervarsity, with a great variety of courses and the round at the Pines (Sanctuary 
Cover) proved a great success (despite the enormous loss of golf balls).
One upcoming event is a golf day at Riverside Oaks in Sydney, through negotiations 
with the University of Technology I have managed to get Wollongong a combined 
golf day with UTS Intervarsity team and NSW have also been tentative invited. At 
the moment the proposed day is the third of December. There has also been talk of 
a proposed golf club tour to the Murray. This would be open to any members of 
the golf club and would take place towards the end of Summer Session. Private 
cars would be taken and approximately 6-7 rounds of golf would be the aim.
Overall, this has been a good year for the Golf Club, with more activities being 
organised than previously. In the future, with the possibility of more funding, a 
larger more prestigious Wollongong University Tournament should be organised. 
There are numerous good golfers on campus, through either lack of information or 
desire, they decide not to participate in golf club events. In 1993, better advertising 
and more support from the University will hopefully lift the Vice-Chancellors Cup 
from the lowly position it now holds on the University calendar.
Stephen McClatchie 
PRESIDENT
OUTDOORS CLUB
It has been a good year for the club with either walking or cycling trips on the 
average every 3 weeks. Our activities were wide ranging from the family outing at 
Barren Grounds which attracted all ages from about 7 upwards to the more 
adventurous wilderness walks in the Budawang National Park. Our outings were 
mostly 1 day outings with a few overnight back pack walks. Locations of outings 
varied from coastal trips in the Royal National Park to up in the mountains in the 
Southern Highlands, Blue Mountains and the Budawang National Park.
Norman Freund 
PRESIDENT
RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB
What a year it was! The 1992 season was the University Rugby League Football 
Club's most successful season in the Carlton League.
In 5 short years we have developed into a major force making the Grand Final in 
both 1st and 2nd Grade.
The 'books' played all home games at University this year. The players 
demonstrated their liking for the University ground by winning all but one on 
home turf.
I feel the excellent training facilities at the University contributed to our successful 
season as did many other factors. These include; the dedication of our coach Ian 
M illward, our entire playing staff and the Committee, together with our 
sponsorship from Berkeley Challenge and OZ Design ensured the club's 
competitiveness in an increasingly professional league.
Unfortunately our ground plans have not yet got off the drawing board but we are 
looking forward to the development of the dressing sheds and benefiting from the 
recent drainage work on our 'home' ground.
Every year competing in the Carlton League becomes more demanding on 
everyone concerned and as the President, I would like to thank the University 
Sports Association and all concerned for their support throughout the 1992 season.
Sean O'Connor 
PRESIDENT
RUGBY UNION CLUB
On the playing field 1992 started brilliantly with 1st Grade winning their first six 
games but owing to injuries and other factors ended up disappointedly just missing 
the semi-finals. 2nd and Under 19's also barely missed the semi-finals by a solitary 
position.
The Club had numerous representative players with John Trevoskis being 
outstanding with his selection at N.S.W. Country 2nd, N.S.W. Country Under 21, 
Illawarra Senior and Under 21 teams. Macca and Aaron Curtis were not far behind 
being selected for N.S.W. Country Under 21 and Illawarra Under 21.
A hard working Executive were the backbone of the Club. They held meetings 
every 2nd week and held the Club on track in meeting the goals of the Development 
Plan. It is always difficult to single out an outstanding job for the Club financially. 
The Club now holds an exceptional financial base which has allowed it to introduce 
Rugby Union scholarships next year to assist students in the payment of University 
expenses such as fees.
Another major project which the Club is negotiating at present is the construction 
of changerooms on the ground. This is a necessity for players as the changerooms 
in the Recreation and Sports Association building are inadequate to meet all Club 
needs.
In conclusion, the Club is developing in a progressive manner. My thanks are 
extended to all the players, coaches and Executive who make the Club such an 
enjoyable one to be associated with.
Dr Paul Webb 
PRESIDENT
SAILING & WINDSURFING CLUB
Our Club had an exciting year with representatives competing at both Sailing & 
Windsurfing AUC's and many social events were held on and off the water.
This year the sharpie nationals and sailing AUC were held in Hobart, Tasmania. 
We were able to send one team to christen our new sharpie into these major 
championships. A new crew still tuning their skills as a team and tuning the new 
boat, achieved a 41st from 72 starters at the nationals and 3rd at the AUC. The 
atmosphere was at its peak, coinciding with the finishing of the Sydney to Hobart 
and post race festivities.
Orientation Day signed up a number of new members, a high proportion being 
American exchange students, social events included our annual dinner and a sailing 
day on Sydney Harbour, sailing "The Edge" a 50 foot catamaran.
Two of our club members, Tim Rodwell and Dan Riggall sailed with Rick 
Shortridge for the Balmoral Series, winning these championships and then at Easter 
travelled to Queensland for the Queensland State Sharpie Titles, taking out 3rd 
place.
Learn to Sail weekend on St Georges Basin saw many members become more 
proficient in our sport. This year saw a change in the executive structure of the 
club to allow equal emphasis towards Windsurfing and Sailing.
The club project was to raise funds to purchase more windsurfers. After chocolate 
drives and learn to windsurf weekends etc we reached our goal and purchased two 
new one design windsurfers. On Saturday 7th November, we christened them at 
the Illawarra Yacht Club. A team of 11 sailors representing Wollongong 
University will sail on our two boards and others begged, borrowed or stole. We 
obviously need more boards!
The future looks promising with windsurfing next month and regular windsurfing 
social, lessons and racing each Saturday at the Illawarra Yacht Club and the sharpie 
Nationals and Sailing AUC being held in Melbourne this Xmas-New Year.
Our major drive is to build a strong windsurfing team to compete in the WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHIPS for one design windsurfers which will be held on Lake 
Illawarra next year. With help from the RSA to purchase some more boards we 
have a good chance to achieve this goal.
Peter Liddle 
COMMODORE
SKI CLUB
1992 has been the ski clubs most successful year to date, with the purchase of a new 
ski boat and a record number of activities throughout the year.
The 1992 snow ski season had a late start, with no significant snow falls until early 
August and as a result some planned trips had to be cancelled. Snow Ski AUC was 
hosted by Macquarie University at Thredbo and gave a much needed boost to the 
image of university skiing, with the management of Thredbo resort asking for the 
event to return next year. Unfortunately the high cost of the event (almost $1000) 
reduced the participation rate and a team of only twelve attended, some of our best 
skiers being unable to attend and so the race results were disappointing compared to 
previous years.
The new ski boat stimulated great interest in the water skiing activities of the club 
and the resulting increase in active membership led to the club totalling over 180 
hours on the water during the past season. The increased activity in the club has 
also extended to competitive skiing, with several members joining a combined 
universities team to compete in the NSW Water Ski Association tournament circuit.
The 1992 water ski AUC was held at Pitt Town, West of Sydney and although the 
team did not gain a top placing, most team members skied personal bests and helped 
achieve the best ever AUC result for the club.
The club has also had a great year socially, with events such as the cocktail party, 
harbour cruise and houseboat weekend being major highlights.
The aims of the club for the coming year are to promote the sports of water and 
snow skiing throughout the university, increase the participation rate of current 
members and to acquire training facilities for tournament water skiing.
Chris Cook 
PRESIDENT
SOCCER CLUB
In what has not been a good season in the I.S.A. Competition for the University 
Soccer Club, we can at least take some comfort in the outstanding Grand Final win 
at this year's I.V. in Melbourne.
Some positive social aspects did emerge from the past season with the Trivia and 
Pizza nights proving to be extremely popular. The new committee must follow up 
and organise more of these occasions which can only enhance the camaraderie that 
already exists at club level.
The new committee must also ensure that the current crop of players with ability 
are encouraged to stay with the club. The club policy of signing a few U/19 players 
from the local high schools must also continue to avoid any embarrassment to the 
club in not being able to fulfil our obligations to the I.S.A. We are particularly 
vulnerable around the University mid-semester break when a number of players 
return home etc. and we are left struggling for numbers. High school teachers 
please take note!
The lack of suitable training facilities during the first half of the season caused 
many problems to First and Reserve Grade Coach, Brendan Fotheringham, and 
U/19's Coach, David Timillero. With the advent of flood lights at Kooloobong 
Oval a notable improvement in match results eventuated.
Thanks to Brendan and David for retaining a sense of humour in what has been a 
frustrating season.
The 1993 season will be ushered in with the exciting prospect of having our own 
ground and change rooms for the first time in the twenty years of the Club's 
history. With the use of these new facilities, the work load in the canteen on match 
days will have to be covered by a players' roster system.
I would like to place on record our Club's appreciation for the co-operation we 
received from Tarrawanna Soccer Club in allowing us to share their ground during 
the past season.
Finally, thanks for the co-operation received from the committee during the past 
year.
P.S. Bannister 
PRESIDENT
SQUASH CLUB
The Squash Club had a very successful year, both socially and competitively. Six 
mens teams and four ladies teams competed in both the Autumn and Spring 
Illawarra District Squash Rackets Association Competition. It is encouraging to 
note that about half our membership is made up of students, with most of the 
remainder being staff and life members.
Several teams made it to the finals in both the Autumn and Spring Competitions. In 
the Autumn Competition, our teams won in Mens Division 11 and Ladies Division 7 
and were runners-up in Ladies Division 3. In the Spring Competition, the club 
achieved an almost perfect result, with five of the six mens teams and all four ladies 
teams making it to the finals.
Members of the University Squash Club are also actively involved on the executive 
and committees of the IDSRA. Brent Gilligan is Treasurer of the IDSRA and Max 
Bland is Vice-President of the Junior Development Committee.
Two main social events were organised during the year. A round robin was held in 
March with the aim of encouraging new players. In October, the Club 
Championships were held and were followed by a pizza supper instead of the usual 
barbecue. This proved to be a successful day, with twenty participants in a round 
robin style competition on three courts. It was particularly good that the number 
of women competing was significantly up on previous years. The mens Open 
Champion was Tim Hicks with David Ayre being the runner-up. Peter Hinton won 
the B-grade championship and David Schmelitischek the C-grade championship. 
The Ladies Open Champion was Trina Fielding with Rada Henington taking out the 
B-grade.
The weekend club practice was very popular throughout the year, and provided 
training for competition as well as enjoyable social interaction.
Terry Keeley 
PRESIDENT
SURFRIDING CLUB
1992 was another good year for the club. A lot of things were achieved this year 
due to good planning the keen involvement of a handful of members backed up the 
participation and attendance of others.
Besides doing well at the AUC held on the Gold Coast during Easter, we had a 
number of really good functions which were well attended.
Def FX are a popular surf music type band and we were allowed to include that 
night as one of our functions as we had a party beforehand (BBQ) and had hired the 
Troupe Carrier to transport members to the UNI Bar all ready to rage.
The inaugural State of Origin parties were once again very successful this year and 
will continue to be kept on the social calendar. It's amazing how seriously surfers 
take their football when the pride of their State is at stake.
It was good to see the Steelers make the finals this year and we celebrated in style 
having a party on the day their against the Saints was televised.
One of our members got a band up and running this year. The Dead Shits first gig 
was at Selenas so we all headed up for that and had a function after the gig which 
went well into the small hours.
The final event of the year is another BBQ to be held before the Uni Bar's final 
Thursday night rage.
Besides all the good times the club was able to make an excellent purchase during 
the year. In conjunction with the Recreation and Sports Association and Byrne Surf 
WUSA acquired 10 second hand surfboards which are to be made available for hire 
over summer session and for the Surf School participants which will see a steady 
flow of income come into the club over the years. It is important that these boards 
are maintained which is why we have proposed to have the boards covered in deck 
grip rather than wax and have the necessary materials to repair damage as soon as it 
occurs.
Plans are already underway to ensure next year is bigger and better with 2 events 
(Eastern Conference in Easter) and (AUC in December).
Paul Carthew 
PRESIDENT
TAE KWON DO CLUB
After a slow start 1992 ultimately proved to be a great year for the Tae Kwon Do 
Club. We were extremely honoured to have Steve Tran the current World 
Champion train us every Tuesday. His speed, agility and spectacular style proved 
to be a great spectacle to watch and emulate. Combining this with the power and 
expertise of our Thursday instructor, David Martin, we were fortunate to receive a 
very high standard of tuition in all aspects of the martial art.
The year had got of to a slow start with the club relocated to the old dance hall and 
only 2 members left from last year. We found the biggest obstacle in gaining new 
members was the inability of most people to actually find the building, and when 
they did, only to find that as was often the case we had all been locked out.
Come semester two we were able to return to our original training venue in the 
gymnasium. This proved to be a great bonus, with training numbers increasing 
almost instantly. Being a great spectator sport we always drew a few interested 
onlookers and inevitably attracted some new members. On one night we 
overwhelmed by the attendance of 38 people, though were drawing more regular 
numbers in the teens.
The biggest event on our calendar is always the University Winter Games where 
our members have the chance to experience tournament fighting. The Games were 
held at Monash University, and despite being held only two days after the 
completion of the mid year exams, we were still able to enter a team of high 
standard. The clubs previous best record had only been a solitary silver medal in 
this highly competitive tournament. This was soon surpassed with A1 Hijazi taking 
out 1st place in the sparring and 2nd place in the board breaking competition in the 
blue belt division. Michael Piccirilli and Tim Maher fought superbly through 
numerous bouts to eventually face each other in the final of the yellow belt division. 
Neither held back, and in one of the closest fights of the tournament, the bout was 
eventually awarded to Michael on a count back. To add to his tally, he also 
collected a 2nd place in the board breaking. Dean Hudson, Wade Wardle, and 
myself fought well but failed to make the finals. Despite having so few competitors 
in the tournament we came a very creditable fourth in the overall medal tally.
In an attempt to finance our trip we held a fundraising night at Waves Nightclub. 
Features included a body building and aerobics display from B'J'S Gym, a fashion 
parade from Hound Dog and Wild Thing, a weapons and martial arts display by 
many prominent locals and a special display by Steve Tran. After a few minor 
hiccups, the hundred or so people witnessed spectacular events such as a jumping 
kick landing on broken beer bottles; slicing a watermelon in half on someone's 
stomach, whilst blindfolded; chipping away at an apple held in someone's mouth 
with Nanchaku; and the amazing bending of a metal spear between Steve's bare 
throat and a wall (you have to see it to believe it!). Special thanks must go to 
everyone for making the night the success that it was. With the money raised we
were able to purchase University tracksuit tops which not only looked great but also 
gave us a sense of team spirit.
Due to the trouble experienced in the first semester and commitment to Winter 
Games, we were not able to hold a grading until September. The night produced a 
high standard even from new members, and many were very pleased to be able to 
add a coloured belt to their uniform.
We had intended to hold a demonstration on the duck pond lawn, though had to 
cancel at the last minute due to injury to one of our instructors. Assuming we don't 
all get too much of the old Christmas spirit, we are hoping to reschedule this 
demonstration for some time early next year.
The year is drawing to a close on a high note with training numbers quite high and 
over 20 people attending our end of year function in the sports lounge, giving 
members a chance to meet each other on a social basis. We look forward to 
building on the club next yea and would welcome all newcomers of any level.
I would like to thank the instructors and those members who trained with such 
dedication and enthusiasm, and would also like to extend our special thanks to 
Teresa and the rest of the Recreation & Sports Crew for making 1992 a successful 
and enjoyable year.
James Lambert 
PRESIDENT
TENNIS CLUB
University Proposal for New Courts
Plans had been drawn up and these had been displayed in the RSA Office, members 
were encouraged to view these plans. It was pleasing to see that the University and 
RSA had recognised that new courts be constructed, that would provide proper 
facilities for the University Tennis teams.
Wimblegong
This tournament was not held during 1992 due to the condition of the courts. As 
soon as the University courts are established this event will be reinstated.
Move to Courts at Figtree
Following the receipt of a letter from the WDTA restricting competition activities 
on the University Courts, alternative venues had to be found for competition and 
teams - these being;
Saturday Afternoon - Aces Tennis Centre
O'Briens Road, Figtree 
Wednesday Night - Figtree Tennis Courts
Princes Highway, Figtree
These courts have proved more than adequate. We thank the respective tennis clubs 
for their help.
Competition
A number of the University teams in the Saturday afternoon competition for the 
Autumn 1992 competition made the semi-finals/finals. However there were no 
Grand Final winners. The Wednesday night competition teams in Autumn 1992- 
again a number of teams made the semi-finals and finals. University 4 won their 
Grand Final in a very close match coming from 4th place to win the Grand Final.
The Spring 1992 competition saw the University Tennis Club reduce the number of 
teams fielded in the various competitions.
Saturday Afternoon - Five to four teams entered 
Wednesday Night - Four to three teams entered
I wish to thank the committee for all their efforts during 1991/92.
Stephen Earl 
PRESIDENT
TOUCH CLUB
After our successful Winter and Summer seasons last year I was hopeful our club 
would be as competitive this year. We lost what I thought our best teams being the 
Division 1 Mixed and Womens. All players graduated so this left us with lower 
divisions moving up. I did not count on the spirit of our students and we are 
actually more competitive this year.
At the Eastern Conference Games, Canberra, our Mens team was defeated in the 
semi final in extra time by the eventual winners of the conference. Three players 
from the team were selected as representatives, they are, Adam Westwood, Gary 
Hoi and Stephen Lord. The womens team went through the conference undefeated 
winning the final 8-1. The following players were selected for the representative 
team, Kim McCarthy, Sharon Starkey, Jane Stanley, Daniela Falecki, Michelle 
Kelley and Christine Bent selected as a reserve. All selections were carried out by 
an International Selector from the Australian Touch Association. This adds credit 
to the selections. The teams gave me a number of tasks for the weekend, bus 
driver, coach of the womens team and I had to referee as a duty for the 
Wollongong teams, this proves that the players and not the President makes the
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UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG RECREATION & SPORTS ASSOCIATION
AUDITOR'S REPORT TO TOE MEMBERS
Scope
We have audited the financial statements of the University of Wollongong 
Recreation and Sports Association for the year ended 31st December, 1992 
consisting of the profit and loss account, balance sheet, statement of cash 
flows, accompanying notes, and the statement by directors as set out on pages 
2 to 9 The Association's Executive are responsible for the preparation 
and presentation of financial statements and the information they contain. We 
have conducted an independant audit of these financial statements in order to 
express an opinion on them to the members of the Association.
Our audit has been planned and performed in accordance with Australian Auditing 
Standards to provide a reasonable level of assurance as to whether the 
financial statements are free of material misstatement. Our procedures 
included examination, on a test basis, of evidence supporting the amounts and 
other disclosures in the financial statements, and the evaluation of accounting 
policies and significant accounting estimates. These procedures have been 
undertaken to form an opinion whether, in all material respects, the financial 
statements are presented fairly in accordance with Australian accounting 
concepts and standards and statutory requirements so as to present a view which 
is consistent with our understanding of the Associations financial position and 
the results of their operations.
The audit opinion expressed in this report has been formed on the above basis.
Audit Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements of the University of Wollongong 
Recreation and Sports Association are properly drawn up:
(a) so as to give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the 
Association as at 31st December, 1992 and of the results and cashflows of 
the Recreation and Sports Association for the year ended on that date; and
(b) in accordance with Statements of Accounting Concepts and applicable 
Accounting Standards; and
(c) in compliance with the constitution of the Association.
Dated at Wollongong this 10th day of February, 1993
KPMG Peat Marwick 
Chartered Accountants
A J Cachia 
' Partner
UNIVERSITY OF VTOLLQNGCNG RECREATION & SPORTS ASSOCIATION
STATEMENT BY DIRECTORS
1. In the opinion of the directors of the University of Wollongong Recreation 
and Sports Association:
(a) the financial statements set out on pages 3 to 9 are drawn up so as to 
give a true and fair view of the results and cash flows for the 
financial year ended 31 December, 1992 and the state of affairs at 31 
December, 1992 of the Association; and
(b) at the date of this statement, there are reasonable grounds to believe 
that the Association will be able to pay its debts as and when they 
fall due.
2. The financial statements of the Association have been made out in
accordance with Statements of Accounting Concepts and applicable Accounting 
Standards, and comply with the Constitution.
Dated at Wollongong this 10th day of February, 1993.
Signed in accordance with a resolution of directors.
: Directors
UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG RECREATION & SPORTS ASSOCIATION
PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT
FOR TOE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 1992
Note 1992 
$
Operating profit before abnormal item 95,404 
Abnormal Item
Operating Profit 95,404 
Income Tax 1(d)
Operating profit after income tax 95,404
Accumulated funds at the beginning of the 749,064 
financial year
Accumulated funds at the end of the 844,468
financial year =======
1991
$
57,380
57,380
57,380
691,684
749,064
The profit and loss statement should be read in conjunction 
with the notes to and forming part of the financial statements
set out on pages 6 to 9.
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UNIVERSITY OF W3LLCNGCNG RECREATION & SPORTS ASSOCIATION
BALANCE SHEET 
AS AT 31ST DECEMBER 1992
Note
CURRENT ASSETS
1992 1991
Cash
Receivables
2
3
92,995
18,061
121,549
5,278
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 111,056 126,827
NON-CURRENT ASSETS 
Property, Plant & Equipment 1,582,179 1,716,440
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 1,582,179 1,716,440
TOTAL ASSETS
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Creditors & Borrowings
Provisions
Other
1,693,235 1,843,267
6
7
8
279,421
14,535
3,535
708,457
31,586
5,815
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 297,491 745,858
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Creditors & Borrowings 
Provisions
6
7
530,988
20,288
330,879
17,466
TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 551,276 348,345
TOTAL LIABILITIES 848,767 1,094,203
NET ASSETS 844,468 749,064
ACCUMULATED FUNDS $ 844,468 $ 749,064
The balance sheet is to be read in conjunction with the notes 
to and forming part of the financial statements set out on pages 6 to 9.
UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG RECREATION & SPORTS ASSOCIATION 
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER, 1992
NOTE 1992 1991
CASH FLOWS FRCM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Cash receipts in the course of operations 
Cash payments in the course of operations
Net cash provided/(used) by operating 
activities
1083711
(1191678)
(107967)
895658
276612
619046
CASH FLOWS FRCM INVESTING ACTIVITIES 
Interest received
Payment for property, plant and equipment
Net cash provided/(used) by investing 
activities
CASH FLOWS FORM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Interest paid 
Proceeds from borrowings
Net cash provided/(used) by financing 
activities
18317 23690
(110777) (494906)
(92460)
171873
(471216)
(81471) (74431) 
253344 64739
(9692)
Net increase/(decrease) in cash held
Cash held at the beginning of the financial
year
(28554)
121549
138138
(16589)
Cash held at the end of the financial year 92995 121549
The statement of cash flows is to be read in conjunction with the 
notes to and forming part of the financial statements set out on pages
6 to 9.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG RECREATION & SPORTS ASSOCIATION
NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 1992
1. STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTING POLICIIES
The accounts of the Recreation & Sports Association have been drawn up in 
accordance with the accounting standards and disclosure requirements of the 
Australian accounting bodies. They have been prepared on the basis of 
historical costs and do not take into account changing money values nor, 
except where stated, current valuations of non-current assets. The 
accounting policies have been consistently applied.
The carrying amounts of all non-current assets are reviewed at least 
annually to determine whether they are in excess of their recoverable 
amount. If the carrying amount of a non-current asset exceeds the 
recoverable amount, the asset is written down to the lower value.
Set out below is a summary of the significant accounting policies adopted 
by the Association in the preparation of-the financial statements.
(a) Property, Plant and Equipment 
Acquisition
Items of property, plant and equipment are recorded at cost and depreciated 
as outlined below.
Depreciation
Items of property, plant and equipment, including buildings, are 
depreciated over their estimated useful lives. The straight line method is 
used.
Assets are depreciated from the date of acquisition.
(b) Members' Fees
Members' fees are brought to account in the year to which the fees relate, 
and not necessarily the year in which the University of Wollongong, which 
collects those fees on behalf of the Association, remits them to the 
Association.
Entrance fees are included in members' fees.
(c) Provision for Long Service Leave
Long Service Leave is provided for all employees, including part-time 
employees, based on current wage rates. Provision for employees with less 
than 10 years service is classified as non-current, while those with 
greater than 10 years service are classified as current provisions.
(d) Taxation
The operations of the Association are exempt from income tax under Section 
23 (3) of the Income Tax Assessment Act.
2. CASH
Cash on Hand 
Cash at Bank
1992
$
1350
91645
1991
$
1350
120199
92995 121549
1992
3. RECEIVABLES
Accrued Income 
Sundry Debtors
Less: Provision for Doubtful Debts
492
18319
(750)
18061
4. PROPERTY PLANT & EQUIPMENT
Recreation Centre - at cost 
Less: Accumulated Depreciation
Tennis Courts - at cost
Less: Accumulated Depreciation
Sports Equipment & Facilities - at cost 
Less: Accumulated Depreciation
Furniture and Fittings - at cost 
Less: Accumulated Depreciation
Motor Vehicles - at cost 
Less: Accumulated Depreciation
Swimming Pool- at cost (Note 5) 
Less: Accumulated Depreciation
Pool Equipment - at cost 
Less: Accumulated Depreciation
1016386
498155
518231
8073
8073
154532
83796
70736
124075
51896
72179
50127
3177
46950
473243
37775
435468
40429
8760
31669
Artificial Hockey Field - 
development costs (Note 5) 
Less: Accumulated Depreciation
Hockey Equipment - at cost 
Less: Accumulated Depreciation
461461
69418
392043
8036
1206
6830
Total Property Plant and Equipment - 
at net book value 1582179
The recreation centre, pool and hockey field are erected on 
available by the University of Wollongong and in respect to 
no formal lease or any other agreement.
1991
$
6028
(750)
5278
1016386
396515
619871
147261
69415
77846
131890
47791
84099
38392
3976
34416
448343
22000
426343
33335
5292
28043
461461
23272
438189
8036
402
7634
1716440
land made 
which there is
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5. SWIMMING POOL AND ARTIFICIAL HOCKEY FIELD
The Recreation and Sports Association has been provided with support from 
the University of Wollongong towards the cost of the swimming pool and the 
artificial hockey field. These costs consisted of $600,000 towards the cost 
of swimming pool and $100000 towards the cost of the artificial hockey 
field.
The cost of this support has not been brought to account in these financial 
statements. Therefore, items are shown at cost to the Recreation and 
Sports Association, and may not necessarily reflect the true cost of the 
asset.
CREDITORS & BORROWINGS 1992 1991
$ $
Current
National Australia Bank Loan # 1 108468 108468
National Australia Bank Loan # 2 30708 30708
National Australia Bank Loan # 3 65460 —
Westpac Loan 2175 14400
Sundry Creditors 72610 518931
Change Rooms — 35950
279421 708457
Non-Current
Westpac Loan
Bank Loan # 1 142533 219183
Bank Loan # 2 94621 110752
Bank Loan # 3 293834 —
— 944
530988 330879
The Westpac Banking Corporation fully drawn advance is secured by way of 
letter of comfort from the University of Wollongong dated 7 June, 1979.
The National Australia Bank Loans were taken out to fund the construction 
of the Recreation Centre.
These have been secured by:-
1. Mortgage over inccme of "the Recreation & Sports Association"
2. Letter of Undertaking from the University of Wollongong that monthly 
loan repayments will be serviced as a first charge against fees 
collected by the University on behalf of the Recreation & Sports 
Association until such time as the loan has been fully paid.
7. PROVISIONS
Current
Annual Leave 12600
Long Service Leave 1935
14535
Non-Current
Long Service Leave 20288
8. OTHER
Audit Fees Accrued 
Income Received in Advance
Money held in trust 3535
19645
11941
31586
17466
1470
410
3935
3535 5815
1992
$
NOTE TO TOE STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 
(a) Reconciliation of Operating Profit 
Operating profit
Add/(less) items classified as investing/ 
financing activities:
Interest Received 
Interest Paid
Profit/(loss) on Disposal of non-current 
assets
Add/(less) non-cash items:
Depreciation
Provision for Annual Leave 
Provision for Long Service Leave
Net cash provided by operating activities 
before change in assets and liabilities
Change in assets and liabilities during 
the financial year:
(Increase)/decrease in receivables 
Increase/(decrease) in trade creditors 
Increase/(decrease) in accruals
95404
(18317)
81471
10516
198573
(7045)
(7184)
353418
(12783)
(446321)
(2281)
Net cash provided by operating activities (107967)
1991
$
57380
(23690)
74431
(2098)
172011
179
14594
292807
(841)
324027
3053
619046
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UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG RECREATION & SPORTS ASSOCIATION
DISCLAIMER
The additional financial data presented on pages 11 to 12 is in 
accordance with the books and records of the University of Wollongong 
Recreation and Sports Association which have been subjected to the auditing 
procedures applied in our statutory audit of the Association for the year ended 
31st December, 1992. It will be appreciated that our statutory audit did not 
cover all details of the additional financial information. Accordingly, we do 
not express and opinion on such financial information and no warranty of 
accuracy or reliability is given.
In accordance with our firm policy, we advise that neither the firm nor any 
member or employee of the firm undertakes responsibility arising in any way 
whatsoever to any person (other than the Recreation & Sports Association in 
respect of such information, including any errors or omissions therein, arising 
through negligence or otherwise however caused.
Dated at Wollongong this 10th day of February, 1993
KPMG Peat Marwick 
Chartered Accountants
A J Cachia 
Partner
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UNIVERSITY OF TOLLCNGCNG RECREATION & SPORTS ASSOCITIQN 
DETAILED PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
FOR TOE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 1992
1992 1991
$ $
INCOME
Members' Fees 844994 718092
Other Membership Fees 10878 12436
Interest 18317 23690
Squash Court Hire 36600 38126
Tennis Court Hire 6580 8241
Facility Hire 58512 59771
Pool Trading Deficit (9617) (30099)
Hockey Field Income (Net) 24397 17739
Recreation Programme 84113 47723
Rent & Commission Received 7279 7474
Sponsorships 20500 10500
Profit on Sale of Fixed Assets — 2098
Other Income 12258 6496
1114811 922287
EXPENDITURE
Advertising 12263 7726
Audit Fees 2800 2500
A.U.C. Cost Share Travel 21374 11848
A.U.S.A. Subsidy 6062 6844
Bad Debts — 235
Catering 1129 2171
Club Funding & Equipment 51226 53432
Cleaning & Garbage Removal 5731 6993
Computer Maintenance 5065 2613
Depreciation 198573 172011
Electricity & Plant Hire 83203 57411
Equipment 1978 773
Facility Maintenance & Repair 35649 32559
Ground Improvements 49046 8806
Insurance 18116 19434
Loan Interest 81471 74431
Loss on Disposal of Fixed Assets 10516 —
Motor Vehicle Expenses (Net) 8892 3341
Printing, Stationery, Telephone & Postage 15857 20860
Provision for Annual Leave (7045) . 179
Provision for Long Service Leave (7184) 14594
Recreation Program Expenses 65637 36435
Recreation Officers 40524 39569
Representative Travel 2326 1000
Travel & Conferences 2366 1151
Wages & Salaries 293655 273035
Other expenses 20177 14956
Total Expenditure 1019407 864907
OPERATING PROFIT FOR THE YEAR 95404 57380
“ 12 “
UNIVERSITY OF WOIJjQNGQNG RECREATION & SPORTS ASSOCIATION 
SWIMMING POOL TRADING ACCOUNT 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 1992
1992 1991
INCOME
23218 25207
6437 6834
16615 14179
82072 42576
100215 92311
4458 4314
2814 2873
3304 4561
239133 192855
EXPENDITURE
Pool Hire 
Water Polo 
Fun & Fitness 
Swim School 
Entry
Card Entries 
Equipment Hire 
Other
Chemicals
Electricity
Gas
Maintenance
Promotions
Wages - Pool Administration 
Fun & Fitness 
Swim School 
Water Polo
Other
19577
30000
31804
8218
2946
83784
8731
52775
812
10103
25500
31120
37923
3674
2410
79925
7749
30203
579
3871
248750 222954
POOL TRADING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) (9617) (30099)


decisions. I am proud to say that all players behaviour, on and off the field, was a 
credit to this University.
We have nine teams entered in the Wollongong Touch Competition with every team 
competing in the semis, some however are in the consolation semis. Some measure 
success by the performance of the Division 1 teams. We have three teams in 
Division 1, Mens, Mixed and Womens, all of them have qualified for the final 
series. This has never happened in the history of our club.
Quite a number of our players have been selected in the Wollongong representative 
team for the Region 6 trials, one representative that deserves a mention is Scott 
Danswan. Last year he was selected for the NSW Mens 20. He is our second full 
state representative and our first Australian representative. On behalf of the club I 
congratulate Scott.
I have been fortunate to have two very dedicated executive in Kerri Chappie and 
Penny Hensford. They have played a very important role in our success. They are 
very well organised and spent many hours to ensure our club is a club to look up 
to, they really strive for excellence. For the sake of the club I hope that they have 
the time and inclination to continue in their Executive roles.
Our club is probably the only club with gender equality, we strive for this and are 
proud of it. This is the way to go if clubs are seeking a sponsor.
Finally and on behalf of our club I thank Teresa Harding for her assistance and 
friendly attitude, the Recreation and Sports Association are fortunate to have such 
an employee. I wish all other clubs the success we are having and trust they get the 
enjoyment out of their club as we get out of ours.
Barrie Keenahan 
PRESIDENT
UNDERWATER HOCKEY CLUB
The Year in Review
As in previous years the Underwater Hockey Club has grown from strength to 
strength. Not only we increased the size of the club, in terms of number of 
members and players that turn out to our competitions, we have also seen a marked 
improvement in the quality of the hockey played in Wollongong.
On the local scene Tuesday night’s social competition is consistently getting faster 
and growing larger.
The fourth annual fours competition was held in Wollongong. The competition was 
a great success as a good time was had by all. Players travelled from as far away as 
Canberra and there was also a healthy contingent from Sydney. Wollongong's
presence was again felt in the finals and two club members were in the winning 
team.
At the State level, Wollongong for the first time fielded a full team (i.e. 10 
players). These were Allison Hass (Captain), Jane Davis, Andy Davis, Ian Stevens, 
Phillip Ackerman, Paul Kelly, Stuart Waters, Geoff Baker, Mark Finlay and 
Graeme White (Coach). Training began early in the year to ensure that we were to 
do well at the NSW State Championship. We were a little disappointed in coming 
5th. We never seemed to get into any sort of rhythm. However, it was a different 
story at the ACT State Championships. The team played extremely well. There 
were a few moments when nerves seemed to distract from the good play, but 
Wollongong fought back to win the competition beating all comers including a very 
competitive composite side from Sydney. This win has to be put down to all the 
dedication and hard training that everyone in the team put in. A special thanks 
must go to Allison Hass for developing and training schedules and making them so 
painful, it did pay off.
On the National level Wollongong is again well presented in the State teams. The 
club members playing in the NSW mens team are; A. Davis, S. Waters, G. Baker 
(also UWH teams Manager) and G. White. Members in the womens team are; J. 
Davis and A. Hass (Coach).
For the Future
With the increased numbers and general ability of the players attending Tuesday 
night games, it is felt that we can no longer accommodate rank beginners on this 
night. In the near future it is hoped that a second night will be able to be set aside 
to accommodate beginners so that the growth of the Underwater Hockey club 
continues.
On a State level it is hoped that performances like those displayed at the ACT State 
Championships can be repeated and that soon we will head home with the NSW 
Trophy.
On the National Level it is encouraging to see so many club members in the State 
team. In the future it is hoped that this trend will continue as well as NSW 
improving its National ranking (Men currently 4th; Women currently 4th). On the 
International level, we would like to wish the "Girls" all the best in the future 
competitions and to those State players wishing to play for Australia in the future.
Finally, I would like to thank those people that have put many hours back into the 
sport they love; teaching beginners, coaching and generally making an effort. This 
is what makes UWH so enjoyable in the Wollongong.
Graeme White 
PRESIDENT
VOLLEYBALL CLUB
For the year of 1992 the Volleyball Club has experienced a successful year, in 
terms of competition results and in providing a friendly, enjoyable environment for 
our members. There are 41 members in the club this year, an increase form 1991.
For the first session 4 teams were entered into the local Illawarra Volleyball 
Association Autumn competition, one A-grade, two B-grade and one C-grade 
teams. The A-grade and C-grade teams both winning their competitions. Over the 
second session the A-grade team again won in the Spring competition.
Our Representative Mens' and Womens' teams also enjoyed a successful year. In 
May both teams competed in the Eastern Conference trials. The first six teams, in 
both mens' and womens' competition, would progress and compete in the 1992 
Winter Games held at Melbourne in July. Our womens' team finished 5th, while 
our mens' teams lost a close final (3 sets to 1) to ANU, ending up 2nd. As a result 
both teams travelled to Melbourne, competing in the Australian Universities Winter 
Games. We spent an enjoyable week in Melbourne, both our teams finishing in 6th 
place.
Throughout the year both our representative teams have competed in a number of 
tournaments, they include tournaments at Moss Vale, Ryde, Unanderra (Strathfield 
Cup) and just recently a NSW Universities tournament held at our RSA which 
resulted in both teams finishing 1st.
A large number of our members this year were new to the club, and some also new 
to volleyball. This resulted in our members displaying a variety of skill levels. 
Our regular training sessions, local competitions, and representative competitions 
have provided enjoyment for all levels of players within the club. In the future, 
with current members and potential members for 1993, volleyball should continue 
to grow and develop as it has this year.
Damien O'Meara 
PRESIDENT
WATERPOLO CLUB
The Waterpolo Club has had an enterprising first year. After much canvassing and 
advertising during clubs day and orientation week the club was officially formed on 
11th March 1992. We now have 33 members and this is likely to increase with the 
upcoming summer competition in November 1992.
In the water we have excelled 2 teams entered the Illawarra Waterpolo 
Association's Winter competition. The teams were picked with a spread of 
experience with many new players getting involved. The competition was mixed 
and many of our female members excelled in this competition. The Wollongong 
Uni (Desperates) were placed 2nd after the rounds whilst the Wollongong Uni
(Barbarians) were placed 3rd. Unfortunately these teams came up against each 
other in the semi-finals. The Barbarians winning out 6-5. The final was an 
excellent result with the Barbarians beating Macarthur 5-4 in the final with only 7 
players (for the lay people, this means no reserves).
The AUG was our next major hurdle, after a successful winter we headed to Perth 
with high hopes. The team produced some impressive results beating Qld Uni 14-4. 
After a busy week in and out of the water. The men came 3rd losing to NSW Uni 
in extra time in the semi final. The women were placed 5th. An impressive result, 
considering only 3 players had played tournament waterpolo previously.
Mark Hubbard and Rob Wilkinson made the Australian University team which 
played against the WA Institute of Sport team. Ulla-Mayer Ovaskeinen has been 
picked to tour the West Coast of USA in January 1993.
Next year we hope to double our number of members and compete in a wide 
variety of weekend country tournaments.
We thank Teresa for her support and the RSA for the much needed funds which 
enabled the club to purchase stop watches and waterpolo caps.
Peter Charlton 
PRESIDENT
FACILITIES REPORT - 1992
General
The Recreation and Sports Association (R.S.A.) facilities continued their expansion 
with the near completion of Koolobong Oval and changerooms. The R.S.A. is 
indebted to Peter Bannister and the Landscape Department for their tireless work 
on our newest facility.
The R.S.A. provides the following facilities for use by students, staff and the 
community:
Recreation Centre
Aquatic Centre 
Hockey Centre
These facilities provide a variety of opportunities for students and staff to 
participate in healthful, recreational and sporting pursuits.
This report relates to the facilities encompassed by the Recreation Centre. Separate 
reports follow for the Aquatic and Hockey facilities.
Financial
Income for facilities at the end of 1992 matched the overall income derived in 
1991. Given that 1992 was generally considered as recessionary the R.S.A. should 
be well pleased with this result. Tables 1.1., 1.2., and 1.3. represent the 1992 
financial performance compared to past years.
4 Squash Courts 
Expanded Gymnasium
2 Court Stadium
3 Tennis Courts
4 Grass Ovals 
Sports Lounge 
Sports Medicine Clinic 
Sports Store
TABLE 1.1 - 1992 Recreation Centre Income Comparable
$ 5 0 ,0 0 0 .0 0
$ 4 5 ,0 0 0 .0 0
$ 4 0 ,0 0 0 .0 0
$ 3 5 ,0 0 0 .0 0
$ 3 0 ,0 0 0 .0 0
$ 2 5 ,0 0 0 .0 0
$ 2 0 ,000.00
$ 1 5 ,0 0 0 .0 0
$ 10 , 000.00
$ 5 ,0 0 0 .0 0
$0.00
8 7 88 89 9 0 91 92
■  Sports Hall 
□  Squash
H  Tennis
■  Sports Lounge 
H  Ovals
TABLE 1.2 - Financial Figures 1987-1992
87 88  89 90  91 92
S/Hall $7,902.00 $18,023.00 $23,516.00 $43,567.00 $48,051.00 $49,358.00
Squash $17,958.00 $22,756.00 $28,768.00 $36,427.00 $38,126.00 $36,600.00
Tennis $5,232.00 $6,118.00 $6,863.00 $6,780.00 $8,241.00 $6,574.00
S/Lounge $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $6,748.00 $5,028.00 $4,884.00
Ovals $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,207.00 $2,059.00 $941.00
TABLE 1.3 - Percentage Change in 1992 Income Comparable
88 89 90 91 92
S/Hall 128% 30% 85% 10% 2.7%
Squash 27% 26% 27% 5% -4.5%
S/Lounge 12% -25% -3.0%
Ovals 20% 71% -54.0%
Capacity to generate income from facilities is dependant upon providing programs 
and activities that users want. 1992 has seen a maintenance of our large user 
groups in conjunction with continued casual use of most facilities.
The R.S.A.’s clubs do not pay for facility use therefore capacity to generate income 
in these areas is lost. Students using the same facilities are required to pay the 
discounted member rate. This scenario diminishes the R.S.A’s capacity to generate 
income for its facilities and will impact of the financial performance of the 
Recreation Centre in the future.
Utilisation
1992 user groups included:
The Australian Rugby Union Team 
The Illawarra District Netball Association 
The Illawarra District Cricket Finals 
Lifeline Fun Run 
Graduation and Examinations 
Conference Groups 
Physical Education Lectures 
University Clubs
1992 registered in excess of 500,000 visitations to all facilities and programs many 
of those being casual repeat visits by students and staff.
Individual Facilities
Sports Hall
Sports Hall use has levelled out in 1992 due in part to saturation of use at peak 
times. Space in the Sports Hall was at a premium with a broad cross-section of use 
exhibited.
Squash Courts
Income for 1992 was down 4.5% on 1991 despite repairs being completed on 
courts 3 and 4. Given the recession this result is quite reasonable.
Tennis Courts
The completion of the new tennis courts in 1993 is our only hope of deriving 
income from tennis. The old courts are not worth the time and effort to supervise. 
As a consequence of this, income is sporadic compared to a new fully supervised 
facility.
Ovals
Heavy use of the ovals by our clubs and programs reduced external hiring and 
therefore money making capacity of our ovals. Until clubs start paying for use of 
training space, income from ovals will remain relatively low. 1991 should be 
viewed as an exceptional year and 1992 as more in keeping with expected future 
use.
Sports Lounge
1992 reflected a similar financial position as 1991. Most use of the Lounge is by 
non-paying club groups. While this situation exists the Lounge will continue to 
return relatively low income figures.
Sports Medicine Clinic
The first six months of 1992 almost saw the Clinic close due to non-patronage. The 
second six months saw a remarkable turn around where the Clinic broke even for 
that time period. This was due to a concerted advertising campaign aimed toward 
awareness and operating during hours that matched the clients needs.
Sports Store
1992 was the best year for our lessee, Gerard Sgangarella, with sales up across all 
items. The shop offers substantial discounts to students and staff for a range of 
goods including footwear and sports apparel.
CONCLUSION
As facilities develop and traditional usage patterns change, financial viability rests 
with the R.S.A.'s ability to accurately predict members needs and provide facilities 
and services to match.
The viability of current facilities requires that the R.S.A. seriously address the issue 
of club use of facilities. In order that we may justify our use of student funds it is 
imperative that clubs pay for the use of all facilities. Members already pay for 
facility use without the level of subsidy afforded club members. As patterns of 
recreational activity change the R.S.A. must ensure that the application of students 
funds is equitable.
Daniel McGoldrick 
FACILITIES MANAGER
HOCKEY CENTRE REPORT
1992 has seen the Hockey Centre's financial performance slowly develop as follows:
TOTAL INCOME 49190
LESS OPERATING EXPENDITURE 24792
OPERATING SURPLUS 24398
LESS LOAN REPAYMENTS 57800
NET DEFICIT (33402)
In simple terms this amount represents a 3.95% subsidy from student fees or 
approximately a $3 per student subsidy.
Several major factors affect our ability to attract greater use to the Hockey surface. 
Hockey participation rates at senior level relative to other regions is low. At senior 
womens level only first grade play on artificial turf. The development of Groome 
Road has impacted on our capacity to earn income.
Our surface is acknowledged as an excellent one for hockey however the absence of 
changing facilities close to the venue and an adequate fence to regulate hockey use 
are the major problems facing the R.S.A. Our capacity to manage the facility to 
ensure that there be no drain on student funds depends upon solving these problems. 
Another undemable problem is the lack of parking facilities close to the venue.
The challenge for 1993 is to increase the "out of hockey season" use so as to 
generate income i.e. summer use for twilight hockey, soccer etc.
At present the R.S.A. is subsidising a predominantly community used facility to the 
tune of $3 per student. Clearly this needs to be addressed. How the R.S.A. solves 
the problems already outlined will determine the mid-term financial viability of the 
Hockey Centre. The longer term future free of loan repayments is much more 
optimistic. The Facilities Manager in conjunction with the Programs Manager will 
seek in 1993 to expand the diversity and usage of the University Hockey Centre.
Daniel McGoldrick 
FACILITIES MANAGER
RECREATION REPORT
The Recreation Program had a successful year in 1992 with new activities and 
opportunities for the staff and students of the University. From the numbers 
participating in the programs, it provided a valuable guide to knowing that we at 
the Recreation and Aquatic Centre are providing services to the university 
population at very reasonable prices.
Campus Pharmacy and Cutting Crew Lunchtime Sports and Evening 
Snorts Program
The Lunchtime Sports Program in 1992 was subsidised by 50% with teams paying 
$10 for their first sport and $5 for every sport thereafter.
This year saw an extra 6 sports introduced into the program. There was also an 
increase in the number of teams participating in each sport with a total of 115 teams 
participating in the Autumn's session activities and 70 teams in the Spring session. 
This resulted in over 1500 students playing in the social event.
Unfortunately, the Evening Sports Program was non-existent due to other bookings 
in the same timeslot. In 1993, we will be trying Afternoon Sports to help 
accommodate the demand on the Lunchtime Sports Program.
General Interest Courses
Previously known as Improve Your ... Courses, these courses are increasing in 
popularity. An additional 5 courses were advertised: Shiatsu Massage, Weight 
Training For Beginners, Raja Yoga, Learn To Surf, and, Relaxation and Self 
Hypnosis and all were extremely successful. A total of 26 courses were offered 
(200% increase from 1991).
In the near future, especially with the proposed extensions on the Recreation and 
Aquatic Centre, it is hoped to offer more than one (1) class per course if the 
demand continues to outweigh the supply. We are only restricted in the time and 
space presently available and I firmly believe that when the new aerobics floor and 
Sports Lounge is complete, we will be able to expand our current services and 
continue to provide to our members the recreational opportunities they see as 
relevant and valuable.
Outdoor Adventures
It's true to say that people love the outdoors and our adventures have proven this to 
be true. In particular, the Ski Trips were a phenomenal success with a total of 116 
avid skiers hitting the slopes over 2 full weeks and 3 weekends! Again, the Open 
Water Scuba Diving Certificate, Whitewater Canoeing and Rogaining were our 
biggest value for money adventure deals. Tandem Hangliding reached an all time 
high of 10 participants with the majority of the appeal from the overseas exchange
program students. This was partly due to the 25% discount to the members of the 
Recreation and Sports Association.
Unirobics / Unicircuit / Unistep / Unigym
The above fitness activities for the Association made a surplus of $22,972 which 
was $5,000 above budget. This was due to gym program consultations, quality 
aerobic and circuit instructors and the introduction of Step Aerobics. Step 
Aerobics is the latest workout within the fitness industry and it has had rave 
reviews and phenomenal success in the industry.
Ipex University Staff Fitness Program
The Ipex University Staff Fitness Program has been providing an ongoing program 
to the staff on campus for over 18 months with great interest. The purpose of the 
program is to introduce staff into exercising within a favourable environment 
without the worries of competing with the elite or having the latest fashion gear.
1992 RECREATION PROGRAM ATTENDANCES
OUTDOOR ADVENTURES
Whitewater Canoeing
Open Water Scuba Diving
Rogaining
Hangliding
Paragliding
Snow Ski Trips
26 Participants 
23 Participants 
19 Participants 
10 Participants
1 Participant 
116 Participants
(2 Trips)
(4 Courses)
(2 Trips)
(2 Courses)
(5 Trips, 30 non Members)
GENERAL INTEREST COURSES
ACTIVITY
Archery
Social Dance
Womens Self Defence
Golf
Squash
Yoga
Raja Yoga
Shiatsu Massage
Tai Chi (Beg)
Tennis (Beg)
Tennis (Int)
Relaxation/Self Hypnosis 
Learn To Surf 
Weight Training 
Senior First Aid
PARTICIPANTS
17
34
14
11
12
23
5
29
31
23
21
4
8
9
3
UNIROBICS / UNICIRCUIT / UNISTEP / UNIGYM
Program Consultations:
Multiuse Cards:
75 Members
3 Non Members
195 Members
2 Non Members
Gvm Authority Cards:
89 University Staff 
14 Non Members 
1228 Members 
TOTAL = 1331
(59 male, 30 female) 
(10 male, 4 female) 
(922 male, 306 female)
Aerobics:
Total Classes 
Total Participants
Average per class
Circuit:
Total Classes 
Total Participants
Average per class 
LUNCHTIME SPORT
367
3776 - 1492 Casual Visits (Members) 
39 Casual Visits (Non Members) 
2233 Multiuse (Members)
12 Multiuse (Non Members)
10
156
965 - 316 Casual Visits (Members) 
33 Casual Visits (Non Members) 
614 Multiuse (Members)
2 Multiuse (Non Members)
6
(Session I 1992)
SPORT TEAMS PLAYERS
5 Side Soccer 18 108
Outdoor Volleyball 12 80
Indoor Volleyball 12
Touch Football 18 126
Hockey 8 56
Outdoor Netball 12 84
Basketball 12 80
Innertube Waterpolo 6 30
Modified Waterpolo 6 36
Badminton 6 12
Softball 6 60
80
WINNERS
5-Side Soccer - Mavericks
Indoor Volleyball - Wogs Do Basketball
Outdoor Volleyball - Walking Wounded
Touch Football - Flop Me Donkey
Hockey - Jokers
Outdoor Netball - G Spots
Basketball - Resurrected Sloths Association
Innertube Waterpolo - 3rd Year PE
Modified Waterpolo - Toothpicks
Badminton - International House 3
Softball - Ketone Kops
BEST TEAM NAME
5 Side Soccer - Flop Me Donkey
Indoor Volleyball - French Frogs In Limbo
Outdoor Volleyball - Para Fungi Farunkalos
Touch Football - Those Curty Dunts
Hockey - Death Of An Afghan Sugar Cube Called
Bruce (DOASCCB)
Outdoor Netball - Matts Magic Mushroom
Basketball - Reg Grundy Goes To Texas
Innertube Waterpolo - NFI
Modified Waterpolo - Just US (Ambiguities)
Badminton - Walking Wounded
Softball - Fat Cat Did Keiraville
LUNCHTIME SPORT (Session 2 1992)
SPORT TEAMS PLAYERS
5 Side Soccer 18 108
Outdoor V olleyball 6 40
Indoor Volleyball 12 72
Touch Football 13 91
Hockey 8 56
Indoor Netball 10 70
Basketball 12 60
WINNERS
5 Side Soccer - Chupy Juniors
Outdoor Volleyball - Megaflops
Indoor Volleyball - Roameys
Touch Football - The Dongers
Hockey - Proctologists
Indoor Netball - International House 1
Basketball - Tea-Totallers on Smack
RECREATION BUDGET
Income Expenditure Net
Unigym $19955 $19955
Unirobics $7848 $6176 $1672
Unicircuit $3611 $2266 $1344
TOTAL $31414 $8442 $22972
Staff Fitness $4629 $2733 $1896
Sponsorship $400 0 0
Lunchtime Sport $1505 $2976 -$1471
Gen. Interest
Courses $5799 $3351 $2448
Outdoor
Recreation $40366 $40245 $121
Other Expenditure $7994 -$7994
TOTAL $52699 $57300 -$5001
Nicole Barlow 
RECREATION OFFICER
AQUATIC CENTRE REPORT
1992 could be described as a bit of a mixed bag. Programming remained intensive 
(most programs experienced increased revenue or patronage) and our financial 
situation has improved. However, the facility has needed numerous repairs and 
modifications in the plant- room and the pool itself, this has been somewhat 
disappointing and has resulted in lost revenue.
The Pool management's aim was to consolidate the University Aquatic Centres position 
as a leader in the provision of diverse Aquatic activities for a wide variety of users. 
To achieve this aim, evaluation and refinement of our programs was undertaken. The 
result being improved service quality and programs which suited our target audience's 
needs.
PROGRAMS 
Learn to Swim.
The University Swim School continues to grow. At least 700 children have taken part 
in the program and 2 Schools are attending classes on a regular basis. Adult 
attendance has also increased 100%. Net profit is now up to $30,000 (our most 
profitable program) Brad Hale (Head Coach) continues to refine the program via
participant surveys and evaluation sheets, as a result learners were given a written 
report card and consultation with parents. This proved to be very popular. Many 
swimmers are now progressing through to Brad's squad and also representing the 
University Swim Club at District and State Championships. Who knows we may have 
a Hayley Lewis or a Kieran Perkins amongst our young chargers.
Swim for Fitness
A huge and ever evolving program which has been very successful this year and is set 
to boom in 1993. Bruce has started introducing Run swim runs and transition training 
for his triathletes these sessions have been well attended so far. Next year with the use 
of Bike trainers on the pool deck Bruce will be able to start the first complete triathlon 
training squad in the Illawarra. 1992 has seen favourable returns from this program 
and an extension of times available for staff and students, again meeting the needs of 
the University community.
Aqua Aerobics
The Aqua Aerobics program has been cut back so that it only operates for first and last
3 months of each calendar year, twice a week because we have found that it is 
impossible to compete against Beaton Park Indoor Pool during the winter months. 
The program services our members at lunch and afternoon school groups. Those 
people who are involved in the program enjoy it immensely.
Schools
At least 20 schools used the University Aquatic Centre (AUC) in 1992. These schools 
have provided the pool with the opportunity to gain revenue during the afternoon dead 
times. The school students (future Uni students) also see what sporting and educational 
resources available to them in the future. The schools have also been involved in a 
diverse range of activities which include; Waterpolo, Swimming, Aqua-aerobics, 
Aqua-Volleyball, Aquatic Sports Carnivals, Innertube Waterpolo, Aqua Netball, Leam 
to Swim, Lifesaving, Synchronised Swimming, and Underwater Hockey.
Other
The AUC has also conducted the following programs; Dive in Movies (film shown 
across the pool), Flipperball, Canoe Polo, Lunchtime and Interdepartmental Sport, 
Rehabilitation sessions, Level 1 Swimming and Austswim courses.
BOOKINGS
Pool utilization continues to improve. In 1992 we broke through the magical 100,000 
mark. This figure does not include those people in school groups or involved in 
programs. Some of our high profile users included:
1. Australian U/16 Waterpolo Championships
2. Swim for Guatemala (charity swim day)
3 . NSW Ambulance Swimming Championships
4. State Youth Games Triathlon
5. Illawarra Steelers Water rehabilitation
6. Australian Royal Lifesaving team training
The UAC continues to be the home of Waterpolo and Underwater Hockey on the South 
Coast, subsequently the Waterpolo, Underwater Hockey and Swimming Clubs are 
prospering. Lane bookings are still going well although Toni Obrien (a major user in 
winter) leased her own pool, fortunately, other smaller squads have taken her place.
The pool was used for a variety of other groups throughout the year they include; 
City Mission, Education and Engineering Faculties, Human Movement dept, numerous 
schools, Community groups, Scout and Guide groups, SCUBA Companies, Sporting 
clubs, the Halls of Residence, Lunchtime Sport and Interdepartmental Sport.
MARKETING AND PROMOTIONS
In 1992 it was time to start targeting smaller groups and aim our advertising and 
promotional information at selected target audiences.
Previously the AUC had used general marketing techniques to inform the community 
(both the Uni staff and students and Illawarra itself) that the University had an 
Olympic pool and that it was heated. This was backed up with specific information 
which highlighted the wide variety of programs that are available.
In 1992 the AUC used the following marketing and advertising techniques to woo 
potential customers;
Community Based
Direct mailing to Schools, Newspaper 'Learn to Swim' Advertising Campaigns in 
September & January, School Visitations and PR related News stories and events 
during which information was conveyed to the public.
University Based.
User and non-user surveys (conducted by the Commerce Faculty's Marketing Major 
students), E-Mail advertising, Tertengala, Campus News, In House Brochures and 
Posters, Displays, Lunchtime announce and Handouts, Free aqua class tokens and 
Exhibition games (open day)
FINANCES
Financially the University Aquatic Centre still requires a great deal of subsidy from 
student fees is still approximately $70,000.00. However, purely on operation the AUC 
continues to excel with a net deficit of only $9,000.00 ie Income Vs Expenditure. 
Unfortunately once you add capital expenditure and loan repayments to this figure the 
need for subsidy is more than evident.
Some points of interest from the 1992 financial breakdown include;
Income
* Increasing entry income.
*The continued growth in the Learn to Swim and Swim for Fitness programs.
*Lane Hire income dropping due to major user taking out a lease at another pool. 
*Aqua-Aerobics income dropping due to cutback in services and Schools moving to 
team based activities.
*Camival income increasing as schools realise we can offer more for their money.
Expenditure
* Gas expenditure decreased as the thermo-stat regulated the temperature more 
efficiently.
* Chemical use lessened by control of pumps and lessening waste.
* Learn to Swim and Swim for Fitness wage expenditure increasing because of 
increasing patronage of the programs.
* Blow out in the maintenance budget due to the tile problems in the shallow end of 
the pool and the ending of warranties (preventative maintenance program 
increased)
* Equipment maintenance increases occured because of repairs to aging and 
corroding equipment.
THE FACILITY
1992 was again a very frustrating year with a great deal of capital expenditure in the 
plant room. New Stainless Steel pipework was installed at a cost $16,000.00 and 
further problems with the Auto flow filtration system continue to hamper operations.
The tiles in the shallow end of the pool had to be removed because of lifting and 
shattering. After many investigations there wasn’t one conclusive reason for the 
problems in the shallow end. The various tests gave numerous (tile growth, pool 
movement, adhesive failure and poor workmanship) possible causes, although nothing 
was conclusive. The cost of removing these tiles was met by the RSA approximately 
$2,500.00 (labour and Equipment) however, the cost of replacing the tiles and relaying 
them was met by the original sub contractor. Unfortunately the loss of revenue and 
goodwill during the 6 week closure will never be recouped.
Despite these problems the AUC is still regarded as the best Aquatic facility on the 
South Coast with high standards of water quality and cleanliness.
Stephen Heslop 
Aquatics Manager


